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Words or phrases that indicate a logical relationship between sentences are called

................................

prepositions adverbs connectives modifiers

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one of the following is among the connectives of reformulation?

nevertheless in spite of that in other words all the same

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He said that he had kept the library book for several years ;.............................., he had stolen it.

nevertheless in spite of that in other words as a result

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which type of essay development, order or sequence is especially important?

definition cause and effect

process and procedure exemplification

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 Article"the" is not used with the names of .......................................

oceans seas

continents mountain ranges

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

An account or description of events in the past which entails following a time sequence or

chronological order is called a(n) .....................................

anecdote narrative novel cohesion

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which verb tense is  frequently used  for definitions?

simple past simple present future tense past continuous

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Words like "cases", "examples" and "instances" are commonly used in ...............................essays.

descriptive exemplification

cause and effect narrative

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When we divide something into groups, classes, categories, etc., we are ..................................

them.

describing defining classifying exemplifying

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The language of ..................................... is frequently needed when studying tables and other

statistical information.

process and procedure comparison and contrast

cause and effect descriptive and narrative

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which word has a different function than others?

because therefore since now that

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When we make a(n) ............................... we may be giving our own opinion or interpreting the

information.

description contrast qualification exemplification

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word may not normally be used in written academic English to make statements or

conclusions?

always tends to likely probably

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is not used in making negative inversion constructions, the function of which is to

give emphasis to what is to follow?

hardly...........................ever under no circumstances........................

seldom............................ either........................

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A conclusion that does not follow logically from what has been written before is called a

(n) ...............................

paradox fallacy non-sequitur per capita

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which item is NOT considered as part of the body of the reseach report?

review statistics abstract results

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Research reports usually contain a part in which the researcher thanks the colleagues, supervisors,

sponsors, etc., for their assistance. What is this part called?

title literature review

acknowledgement dedication

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

An accurate listing in strict alphabetical order of all the sources cited in the text is called

............................

table of contents documentation

bibliography appendices

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one is NOT a hesitation filler?

er well you know no

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Unlike spoken language, academic writing is normally .................................

formal informal transliterated transcribed

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In English sentences, subjects and verbs agree. This is refered to as .............................

inflection derivation concord record

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which word is correctly spelled?

emphisis emphasise emphasez emphasis

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The choice of synonyms will often depend on  all of the following items except .........................

meaning usage context practice

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which sentence there is a mistake concerning the use of "make"?

Considerable progress has been made with the experiment.

He made a number of attempts to finish the work.

She had some difficulty in making her homework.

Many discoveries have been made in this century.

24-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which sentence is correct concerning the verb used?

Bus fares were rised three times last year.

The sun usually arises at 5 a.m. in the summer.

He raised a new point in the seminar.

A new problem has been rised in the college.

25-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Tutors often give good ..............................., but students sometimes .................................. not to

follow it.

advise, choice advice, choice advise, choose advice, choose

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is NOT usually allowed in academic writing?

indirect voice passive voice contractions future tense

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In academic writing, which word is more suitable to be used instead of "carry out"?

find out investigate conduct discover

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which verb is NOT among the verbs used to express caution in academic writing?

appears tends is certain seems to

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which punctuation mark expresses a fairly close interdependence between the units that it

separates.

comma hyphen apostrophe colon

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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